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The problem of estimating the common regression coefficients is addressed in this
paper for two regression equations with possibly different error variances. The feasible
generalized least squares (FGLS) estimators have been believed to be admissible
within the class of unbiased estimators. It is, nevertheless, established that the
FGLS estimators are inadmissible in light of minimizing the covariance matrices if
the dimension of the common regression coefficients is greater than or equal to
three. Double shrinkage unbiased estimators are proposed as possible candidates of
improved procedures.  1998 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: primary 62C15; secondary 62F11, 62H12,
62J05.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of estimating common regression coefficients ; of
two linear regression equations
yi=Xi;+ei , i=1, 2,
where yi is an ni_1 vector of observations, Xi is an ni _p known matrix
of rank p and ei is an ni _1 random vector having normal distribution
Nni (0, _
2
i Ini) for ni_ni identity matrix Ini . Let ; be a p_1 vector of
unknown common regression coefficients and let _21 and _
2
2 be unknown
dispersion parameters possibly different. In this model, the minimal sufficient
statistics for unknown parameters |=(;, _21 , _
2
2) are given by ; 1 , ; 2 , S1
and S2 , where
; i=(X$iXi)&1 X$i yi
Si=&yi&Xi; i&2, i=1, 2,
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for the Euclidean norm &u&=(u$u)12. The common regression coefficients
; is estimated based on these statistics. The minimal sufficient statistics are,
however, not complete, so that we could not construct uniformly minimum
variance unbiased estimators (UMVUE) through the RaoBlackwell theorem.
This demonstrates some difficulty in estimation of the common regression
coefficients.
When _21 and _
2
2 are known, we would estimate ; by the generalized least
squares (GLS) estimator
; GLS=\ 1_21 X$1 X1+
1
_22
X$2X2 +
&1
\ 1_21 X$1X1 ; 1+
1
_22
X$2X2; 2+ , (1.1)
which is the UMVUE, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and the
best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). Since _21 and _
2
2 are both unknown
in our model, the feasible generalized least squares (FGLS) estimators are
considered by substituting estimators of _21 and _
2
2 in the GLS estimator
; GLS. These are also called two-stage (or estimated) GLS estimators and
two-stage Aitken estimators in econometrics (Taylor, 1977, 1978; Swamy
and Mehta, 1979; Kariya, 1981; Toyooka and Kariya, 1986; Kurata and
Kariya, 1996). Substituting unbiased estimators
_^2i =Si mi , mi=n i& p,
for _2i , i=1, 2, we get an FGLS estimator of the form
; FGLS=\m1S1 X$1X1+
m2
S2
X$2X2 +
&1
\m1S1 X$1 X1; 1+
m2
S2
X$2X2; 2+ . (1.2)
Since ; FGLS is a quite natural, random weighted estimator, one would
believe the admissibility of ; FGLS among unbiased estimators.
The main purpose of this paper is to establish the inadmissibility of the
FGLS estimator ; FGLS within the class of unbiased estimators. The criterion
adopted here for comparing estimators is to minimize the covariance
matrices of the estimators, that is, for two unbiased estimators ; A and ; B
of ;, we say that ; A is better than ; B in the covariance-matrix criterion if
Cov|(; A)=E|[(; A&;)(; A&;)$]Cov|(; B) (1.3)
for every unknown | and the strict inequality holds for some |, where the
inequality in (1.3) means that Cov|(; B)&Cov|(; A) is non-negative definite.
Since unbiased estimation is focused on in this paper, it is reasonable to
utilize the above covariance-matrix criterion. When estimation problems
are discussed beyond restriction of the unbiasedness in general, mean
squared error matrices should be employed as a measure for evaluating
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estimators. It is also noted that if the superiority of estimator ; is shown
in the covariance-matrix criterion, then the superiority of it still holds in
the mean squared error (MSE) tr E|[(; &;)(; &;)$]=E|[&; &;&2].
The idea for improving on the FGLS estimator ; FGLS is related to Stein
(1964), who provided the innovative decision-theoretic result of inadmissi-
bility of a usual variance estimator by incorporating the information
contained in a sample mean. In our model, it is noticed that the statistic
(; 1&; 2)(; 1&; 2)$ possesses the information on _21 and _
2
2 . Since the
unbiased estimators of _2i ’s are used in ;
FGLS as stated above, we can
imagine that ; FGLS will be improved on by making use of variance
estimators incorporating the available information in (; 1&; 2)(; 1&; 2)$.
In Section 2, we really develop a new decision-theoretic result of inad-
missibility of ; FGLS. One of improved procedures is a double shrinkage and
unbiased estimator of the form
; DS=\ 1_^12* X$1X1+
1
_^22*
X$2X2+
&1
\ 1_^21* X$1X1; 1+
1
_^22*
X$2X2; 2+ , (1.4)
where
_^21*=min {S1m1 ,
m2+2
m2
S1+(; 1&; 2)$ X$1 X1(; 1&; 2)
m1+ p&2 = ,
_^22*=min {S2m2 ,
m1+2
m1
S2+(; 1&; 2)$ X$2 X2(; 1&; 2)
m2+ p&2 = .
The conditions for _^21*{S1 m1 and _^
2
2*{S2 m2 are given by ( p&2) m2>
2m1 and ( p&2) m1>2m2 , respectively. These conditions demonstrate that,
for instance, if m1 (=n1& p) is a small number with m1<( p&2) m2 2,
then the estimator _^21* suggests the use of the information in (; 1&; 2)$
X$1 X1(; 1&; 2) in order to improve accuracy of estimation for _21 . The
inadmissibility of ; FGLS given by (1.2) is thus established when m1<
( p&2) m2 2 or m2<( p&2) m1 2 for p3. In the unbalanced case:
m1 {m2 , the condition is always satisfied for p4 while when m1=m2 , it
is always guaranteed for p5. The proofs of the dominance results of
Section 2 are given in Section 3.
Before stating the main results, it is noted that the estimation of common
regression coefficients in our model is related to the problem of recovery
of interblock information in balanced incomplete block designs, treated
by Khatri and Shah (1974), Brown and Cohen (1974) and Bhattacharya
(1980), and the problem of estimating the common mean of two different
populations, studied by Cohen and Sackrowitz (1974) and Kubokawa (1987)
among others. In general, the problem of estimation of common regression
coefficients appears in various applicable models such as heteroscedastic
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linear models and mixed linear (or variance components) models in bio-
statistics and econometrics, and FGLS estimators are heavily and widely
exploited. They are quite useful in the case of relatively large sample for
their asymptotic efficiency. The problem, however, arises when data enough
to estimate the error variances are not available. In this case, as indicated
by Rao and Subrahmaniam (1971) and Rao (1980), the information included
in sample means may be useful so as to get estimators with higher accuracy.
Although the estimation issue given in this paper is limited to a simpler
situation, the obtained results suggest a possibility of constructing estimators
with higher efficiency in more general setting.
2. INADMISSIBILITY OF THE FGLS ESTIMATORS
The feasible generalized least squares estimator of the common regression
coefficients ; with a more general form is given by
; FGLS(c)=\ 1S1 X$1 X1+
c
S2
X$2X2 +
&1
\ 1S1 X$1X1 ; 1+
c
S2
X$2X2 ; 2 + , (2.1)
where c is a positive constant. The usual choice of c is m2m1 , for mi=ni& p,
i=1, 2, which corresponds to the fact that the error variances _21 and _
2
2
are unbiasedly estimated, and this choice provides ; FGLS given by (1.2).
When the variances are estimated by the MLE in each regression equation,
the value of c is n2 n1 . For the query about existence of the optimal c, we
provide the following proposition. The proofs of proposition and theorems
given in this section are deferred to Section 3.
Proposition 1. The optimal value of c when _22 _
2
1  0 (resp. _
2
2_
2
1  )
is given by
C =
m2+2
m1&4 \resp. C =
m2&4
m1+2+ .
When d>C (resp. d<C

), ; FGLS(d ) is improved on by ; FGLS(C ) (resp.
; FGLS(C

)). If C

dC , then there exist no FGLS estimators ; FGLS(c) being
better than ; FGLS(d ).
Proposition 1 implies that the constant c should be chosen between C
and C . On the other hand, it may be requested that the combined estimator
; FGLS(c) has a uniformly smaller covariance matrix than uncombined
estimators ; 1 and ; 2 , which is guaranteed by C 2c2C

as presented by
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Graybill and Deal (1959), Shinozaki (1978) and Swamy and Mehta (1979).
Thereby the constant c may be desirable to be chosen as
max(C

, C 2)cmin(C , 2C

). (2.2)
For c=m2 m1 , this condition is satisfied by (m1&8)(m2&2)16 and
(m1&2)(m2&8)16, or equivalently, (m1=9, m218), (m118, m2=9)
and (m110, m210).
Our interest is to investigate whether the FGLS estimator ; FGLS(c) is
admissible in the covariance-matrix criterion (1.3). Although the natural
estimator ; FGLS(m2m1) has been believed to be admissible within the class
of unbiased estimators (Sinha and Mouqadem, 1982), no results have been
established for the admissibility. For our purpose, it is helpful to point out
that
E[(; 1&; 2)(; 1&; 2)$]=_21(X$1 X1)
&1+_22(X$2X2)
&1,
which means that the statistics (; 1&; 2)(; 1&; 2)$ contains the information
on _21 and _
2
2 . The information in this statistic may be available for estima-
tion of the variances while ; FGLS(c) employs the information in S1 and S2
only. For improving on ; FGLS(c), we thus consider the estimator
; DS(,, )=\ 1S1 X$1X1+
c,
S2
X$2X2+
&1
\ 1S1 X$1X1; 1+
c,
S2 
X$2X2 ; 2+ ,
(2.3)
where
,=, \ 1S1 (; 1&; 2)$ X$1X1(; 1&; 2)+ ,
= \ 1S2 (; 1&; 2)$ X$2X2(; 1&; 2)+ .
We denote ; S1(,)=;
DS(,, 1) and ; S2()=;
DS(1, ) and call them Single
Shrinkage Estimators while we call ; DS(,, ) the Double Shrinkage Estimator
for ,{1 and {1. As shown by Khatri and Shah (1974), Brown and
Cohen (1974) and Swamy and Mehta (1979), the estimator ; DS(,, ) is
unbiased. Using the Integral-Expression-of-Risk-Difference (IERD) method
given by Takeuchi (1991), Kubokawa (1994), and Kubokawa et al. (1994,
1996), we can establish the following theorem concerning the superiority of
the single shrinkage estimators.
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Theorem 1. For c<(m2+ p&2)(m1+2), assume that
(a) (w) is nondecreasing and limw   (w)=1,
(b) (w)min[1, *(w)], where
*(w)=
c(m1+2)
m2+ p&2
w0 x
( p+2)2&1(1+x) (m2+ p)2&1 dx
w0 x
( p+2)2&1(1+x) (m2+ p)2 dx
. (2.4)
Then the single shrinkage unbiased estimator ; S2() is better than the FGLS
estimator ; FGLS(c) in the covariance-matrix criterion (1.3). Also for c>
(m2+2)(m1+ p&2), ; S1(,) dominates ;
FGLS(c) under the similar conditions
where (w) and *(w) are replaced with ,(w) and ,*(w), respectively, where
,*(w)=
m2+2
c(m1+ p&2)
w0 x
( p+2)2&1(1+x) (m1+ p)2&1 dx
w0 x
( p+2)2&1(1+x) ( p1+ p)2 dx
. (2.5)
The condition c<(m2+ p&2)(m1+2) guarantees that (w){1 with
a positive probability. It can be seen that *(w) is nondecreasing and
limw  0 *(w)=c(m1+2)(m2+ p&2) and limw   *(w)=c(m1+2)
(m2&4). Also note that
w0 x
:(1+x); dx
w0 x
:(1+x);+1 dx

w0 x
:(1+x) dx
w0 x
: dx
=1+
:+1
:+2
w1+w,
where we used the well-known fact that if for positive functions f (x), g(x)
and h(x), two functions g(x) f (x) and h(x) are monotone in the opposite
directions, then
 g(x) h(x) dx
 f (x) h(x) dx

 g(x) dx
 f (x) dx
. (2.6)
These observations imply that the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 are
satisfied by the shrinkage functions
0(w)=min[1, *(w)], (2.7)
1(w)=min {1, c(m1+2)m2+ p&2 \1+
p+2
p+4
w+= , (2.8)
2(w)=min {1, c(m1+2)m2+ p&2 (1+w)= . (2.9)
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When c=C

=(m2&4)(m1+2), we have that 0(w)=*(w), that is,
; S2(0) is a smooth estimator improving on ;
FGLS(C

). For the usual choice
c=m2m1 , the inadmissibility of ; FGLS(m2 m1) is established if
( p&2) m1>2m2 , (2.10)
which is satisfied by ( p=3, m1>2m2), ( p=4, m1>m2) or ( p5,
m1>2m2 ( p&2)).
For the domination of ; S1(,), the same arguments can be applied to get
the similar types of shrinkage functions ,(w) satisfying the conditions. For
instance, by replacing m1 , m2 and c in (2.9) with m2 , m1 and c&1 respec-
tively, ,2(w) can be written by
,2(w)=min{1, m2+2c(m1+ p&2) (1+w)= . (2.11)
For c=m2m1 , the sufficient condition for ; S1(,) to dominate ;
FGLS(m2m1)
is given by
( p&2) m2>2m1 , (2.12)
and together with (2.10), it follows that ; FGLS(m2 m1) is inadmissible if
m1>2m2 or m2>2m1 for p=3,
m1>m2 or m2>m1 for p=4,
m1>2m2 ( p&2) or m2>2m1 ( p&2) for p5.
In the unbalanced case, that is, m1 {m2 , the condition for the inadmissibility
of ; FGLS(m2m1) is always satisfied for p4 while when m1=m2 , the condi-
tion is always guaranteed for p5.
We now address the problem of investigating whether the single shrinkage
estimators ; S1(,) and ;
S
2() can be further improved on by the double
shrinkage estimator ; DS(,, ). This problem has somewhat of technical
difficulty in two respects: (1) the shrinkage functions ,(w) and (w) hold
the statistic (; 1&; 2)(; 1&; 2)$ in common and (2) ,(w) and 1(w) shrink
towards the opposite directions. Under such difficulty, applying the IERD
method establishes the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For c>(m2+2)(m1+ p&2), assume that
(a) ,(w) is nondecreasing and limw   ,(w)=1,
(b) ,(w),2(w) for the function ,2(w) given by (2.11).
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When (w)w is nonincreasing in w, the condition (b) is replaced with
(b$) ,(w)min[1, ,**(w)], where
,**(w)=
m2+2
c(m1+ p&2)
w0 x
( p+2)2(1+x)(m2+ p)2 dx
w0 x
( p+2)2(1+x) (m2+ p)2+1 dx
. (2.13)
Then the double shrinkage estimator ; DS(,, ) improves on the single shrinkage
estimator ; S2() in the covariance-matrix criterion (1.3).
By using the inequality (2.6), it is easily shown that ,*(w),**(w) for
,*(w) given by (2.5), so that the condition (b$) is somewhat restrictive.
This restriction is caused by the reason that , and  contain the common
statistic.
The symmetry consideration can give a similar condition for ; DS(,, )
to dominate ; S1(,), and we get a sufficient condition for ;
DS(,2 , 2) being
better than ; S1(,2) and ;
S
2(2).
Corollary. Assume that
m2+2
m1+ p&2
<c<
m2+ p&2
m1+2
. (2.14)
Then the double shrinkage estimator ; DS(,2 , 2) dominates single shrinkage
estimators ; S1(,2) and ;
S
2(2), being better than ;
FGLS(c) in the covariance-
matrix criterion (1.3), where ,2 and 2 are given by (2.11) and (2.9) respectively.
When c=m2 m1 , the condition (2.14) is satisfied by
2
p&2
m2<m1<
p&2
2
m2 for p5,
and then, the improved single shrinkage estimators are further dominated
by the double shrinkage estimator ; DS given by (1.4), while ; DS is superior
to ; FGLS, by (1.2), for 2m2<( p&2) m1 or 2m1<( p&2) m2 .
We conclude this section with providing the results of Monte Carlo
simulation for the relative covariance-matrix improvement
100_Cov(; FGLS)&12 [Cov(; FGLS)&Cov(; )] Cov(; FGLS)&12
for the single shrinkage estimator ; =; S1(,2)=;
S
1 and the double shrinkage
estimator ; =; DS(,2 , 2)=; DS. These are done in the cases where p=20,
(m1 , m2)=(2, 2), (10, 10), (15, 15), (2, 20), (20, 2), (5, 15) and (15, 5) and
_22 _
2
1=0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.33, 2.0, 5.0 and 10.0. The case where
X$1X1=X$2X2 is only treated for simplicity, and then the relative covariance-
matrix improvement is a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal element
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TABLE I
The Relative Variance Improvements of the Single and Double Shrinkage Estimators
; S1 =;
S
1(,2) and ;
DS=; DS(2 , ,2) for p=20
_22_
2
1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.33 2.0 5.0 10.0
m1=2 m2=2
; S1 0.052 0.114 0.196 0.179 0.142 0.093 0.038 0.004 0.000
; DS 0.052 0.116 0.249 0.291 0.304 0.293 0.251 0.122 0.051
m1=10 m2=10
; S1 0.591 0.723 0.584 0.364 0.220 0.116 0.034 0.001 0.000
; DS 0.591 0.723 0.623 0.506 0.497 0.554 0.694 0.793 0.658
m1=15 m2=15
; S1 0.739 0.813 0.582 0.345 0.197 0.090 0.016 0.000 0.000
; DS 0.739 0.813 0.611 0.448 0.399 0.434 0.579 0.814 0.746
m1=2 m2=20
; S1 0.535 1.204 2.819 3.439 3.576 3.356 2.502 0.359 0.019
; DS 0.535 1.204 2.819 3.439 3.576 3.356 2.502 0.359 0.019
m1=20 m2=2
; S1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
; DS 0.034 0.419 2.614 3.539 3.769 3.601 2.941 1.269 0.571
m1=5 m2=15
; S1 1.040 1.614 2.155 1.897 1.484 0.998 0.409 0.008 0.000
; DS 1.040 1.614 2.156 1.901 1.491 1.009 0.427 0.038 0.029
m1=15 m2=5
; S1 0.020 0.022 0.012 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000
; DS 0.020 0.042 0.510 1.092 1.588 1.987 2.240 1.700 1.120
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which is just the relative variance improvement for each component of the
estimators. Table I reports the average values of this relative variance
improvement based on 50,000 replications. From the table, we see that the
variance gain of ; DS is relatively bigger in the unbalanced cases m1 {m2
than in the balanced cases m1=m2 . Also for larger m1 and smaller m2 , the
variance gains of the single shrinkage estimator ; S1 are quite small while
; DS holds the reasonable variance gains. This demonstrates that the double
shrinkage estimator works effectively in comparison with the single
shrinkage one. When m1=m2=2, the variance improvement of ; DS attains
the largest value near _22 _
2
1=1.0 and approaches zero when _
2
2 _
2
1 tends to
zero or infinity. When m1=m2=10 or 15, in contrast with the case of
m1=m2=2, the variance gain is large near _22 _
2
1=0.2 and 5.0 while it is
small at _22 _
2
1=1.0. This phenomenon seems to be brought about the fact
that the ratio of unbiased estimators of _21 and _
2
2 gives a better estimate
of _22 _
2
1 near _
2
2 _
2
1=1.0 for larger m1 and m2 .
3. PROOFS
We begin with reducing the estimation of ; to the equivalent one-dimen-
sional problems. Let Q be a p_p nonsingular matrix such that X$1X1=QQ$
and X$2X2=QD*Q$ where D*=diag(*1 , ..., *p), *i ’s being eigenvalues of
(X$1X1)&1 X$2 X2 . Let x1=(x11 , ..., x1p)$=Q$; 1 , x2=(x21 , ..., x2p)$=Q$; 2
and +=(+1 , ..., +p)$=Q$;. Then x1 tNp(+, _21Ip), x2 tNp(+, _22D&1* ) and
Q$; DS(,, )=\ 1S1, Ip+
c
S2
D*+
&1
\ 1S1, x1+
c
S2
D*x2+ ,
where
,=,((x1&x2)$ (x1&x2)S1),
=((x1&x2)$ D*(x1&x2)S2).
Noting that ; DS(,, ) is an unbiased estimator of ;, we see that
Q$Cov(; DS(,, )) Q=E[(Q$; DS(,, )&Q$;)(Q$; DS(,, )&Q$;)$]
=diag(E[+^DSi (,, )&+i]
2, i=1, ..., p),
where
+^DSi (,, )=\ 1S1,+
c*i
S2+
&1
\ 1S1 , x1i+
c*i
S2
x2i+ . (3.1)
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This implies that ; DS(,, ) is better than ; FGLS(c) in the covariance-matrix
criterion if and only if for every i, the variance of +^DSi (,, ) is uniformly
smaller than that of +^DSi (1, 1).
Without loss of generality, let i=1 and consider the problem of estimat-
ing +1 relative to the squared error loss. Let us express +^DS1 (,, ) as
+^DS1 (,, )=8x11+(1&8) x21 for 8=S2 (c*1S1 ,+S2). Also let
+^GLS1 =
\
1+\
x11+\1& \1+\+ x21
for \=_22 (*1 _
2
1). The variance of +^
DS
1 (,, ) is written as
Var\(+^DS1 (,, ))
=E\[(+^DS1 (,, )&+^
GLS
1 ++^
GLS
1 &+1)
2]
=E\ _{\8& \1+\+ (x11&x21)+
\
1+\
(x11&x21)+x21&+1 =
2
&
=E\ _\8& \1+\+
2
(x11&x21)2&+Var\(+^GLS1 )
+2E\ _\8& \1+\+ (x11&x21) {
\
1+\
(x11&x21)+x21&+1 =& .
(3.2)
Note that 8 is a function of S1 , S2 and (x1i&x2i)2, i=1, ..., p, and that the
conditional expectation of x21&+1 given x11&x21 is
E\[x21&+1 | x11&x21]=&
\
1+\
(x11&x21),
which shows that the third term of the r.h.s. of the extreme equality in (3.2)
vanishes. Hence,
Var\(+^DS1 (,, ))&Var\(+^
GLS
1 )=E\ _\8& \1+\+
2
(x11&x21)2& , (3.3)
which demonstrates the amount of the estimation error arisen from sub-
stituting the estimator S2 (c,S1) for _22_
2
1 . The estimation problem of +1
is thus reduced to that of \(1+\) relative to the loss (8&\(1+\))2
(x11&x21)2.
Let z1 be a random variable having a /23 -distribution. Also let vi=S i _
2
i
for i=1, 2 and zi=(x1i&x2i)2(_21+_
2
2 *i) for i=2, ..., p. Since (x11&x21)
2
(_21+_
2
2 *1) has a /
2
1 -distribution, incorporating the term (x11&x21)
2 in
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the following expectation into the density function of (x11&x21)2 increases
the degrees of freedom and yields a /23 -distribution, so that we see that
E\ _\ S2c*1S1,+S2&
\
1+\+
2
(x11&x21)2&
=_21(1+\) E\ _\ \v2 

cv1, +\v2
&
\
1+\+
2
&
=
_21\
2
1+\
R1(\, c, ,, ), (3.4)
where for F=v2 v1 ,
R1(\, c, ,, )=E\ _\(1+\) F

c, +\F
&1+
2
& ,
, =, \ :
p
i=1 \1+\
*1
*i +
zi
v1+ , (3.5)
 = \ :
p
i=1 \1+
*i
\*1+
z i
v2+ .
The quantity (3.4) is also represented in another form as
E\ _\ c*1S1 ,c*1S1 ,+S2&
1
1+\+
2
(x11&x21)2&= _
2
1
1+\
R2(\, c, ,, ),
where G=v1 v2=1F,
R2(\, c, ,, )=E\ _\(1+\) cG,

cG, +\
&1+
2
& , (3.6)
and both expressions will be used in the proofs.
We now prove the results given in the previous section. The following
inequalities are useful for our purpose. Lemma 1 can be easily verified and
Lemma 2 can be shown by the same arguments as in Bhattacharya (1984).
Lemma 1. Let h(x) be a nondecreasing and integrable function on inter-
val (a, b), and let &( } ) be a finite measure on (a, b). If for integrable function
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K(x) on (a, b), there exists a point x0 on (a, b) such that K(x)0 for xx0
and K(x)0 for x>x0 , then
|
b
a
K(x) h(x) &(dx)h(x0) |
b
a
K(x) &(dx),
where the equality holds if and only if h(x) is a constant almost everywhere.
Lemma 2. Let X be a positive random variable with E[X &r&1]< for
r&1. Then for 0<%<1,
E[(%+(1&%) X)&r]
E[(%+(1&%) X)&r&1]
min {1, E[X
&r]
E[X&r&1]= .
Proof of Proposition 1. Since \=_22 (*1_
2
1), taking _
2
2_
2
1  0 (resp.  )
is equivalent to doing \  0 (resp.  ). Taking \  0 in the expression (3.5)
gives that
lim
\  0
R1(\, c, 1, 1)=E[(Fc&1)2],
which is minimized at c=E[F 2]E[F]=(m2+2)(m1&4)=C . Similarly,
lim
\  
R2(\, c, 1, 1)=E[(cG&1)2],
being minimized at c=E[G]E[G2]=(m2&4)(m1+2)=C

.
We next compare two FGLS estimators ; FGLS(d ) and ; FGLS(c) for d<C
or d>C . For this issue, it is sufficient to consider the difference
2(\, d, c)=E _\(1+\) Fd+\F &1+
2
&\(1+\) Fc+\F &1+
2
&
=(1+\) E _ (c&d) F(d+\F )(c+\F ) {
(1+\) F
d+\F
+
(1+\) F
c+\F
&2=& ,
(3.7)
which is greater than or equal to
2(1+\) E _ (c&d ) F(d+\F )(c+\F ) {
(1+\) F
c+\F
&1=&
=2(1+\) E _ (c&d ) F(F&c)(d+\F )(c+\F )2& . (3.8)
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In the case of d>C , put c=C . We here use Lemma 1 by letting h(F )=
(C &d )[(d+\F )(C +\F )2], K(F)=F(F&C ) and & be a probability
measure of F. Since K(F ) has one sign change at F=C , we have
E _ (C &d) F(F&C )(d+\F )(C +\F )2&=E[h(F ) K(F )]
h(C ) E[K(F )]
=h(C ) E[F(F&C )]=0, (3.9)
which implies that ; FGLS(d ) for d>C is dominated by ; FGLS(C ). In the
case of d<C

, from (3.7) and (3.8), the same argument with putting c=C
gives that
E _ (C &d ) F(F&C )(d+\F )(C

+\F )2&=E _
d&C
(dG+\)(C

G+\)2
} G(C

G&1)&

d&C
(dC

+\)(1+\)2
E[G(C

G&1)]=0,
so that ; FGLS(d ) for d<C

is improved on by ; FGLS(C

).
We shall verify that for C

dC , ; FGLS(d ) is never dominated by
; FGLS(c). It is now supposed that there exists an estimator ; FGLS(c) such
that ; FGLS(c) is better than ; FGLS(d ) for C

dC . If d>c, then we have
that 02(\, d, c) for any \>0, while from (3.7),
lim
\  0
2(\, d, c)=
c&d
dc
E[F] {Cd +
C
c
&2=<0,
which yields the contradiction. If d<c, on the other hand, using the
expression (3.6) gives that
0 lim
\  
[R2(\, d, 1, 1)&R2(\, c, 1, 1)]
=(d&c) E[G2](d+c&2C

)<0,
also yielding the contradiction. Hence Proposition 1 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. We here prove the domination of ; S2() over
; FGLS. The domination of ; S1(,) can be verified by the symmetry considera-
tion. Using the expression (3.6), we see that it suffices to show that
21(\)0 for every \>0, where
21(\)=E\ _\(1+\) cGcG+\ &1+
2
&\(1+\) cGcG+\ &1+
2
& . (3.10)
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For simplicity, let #2i=1+*i(\*1) for i=1, ..., p and let u2= pi=1 #2iziv2 .
From the condition (a), note that limt   (tu2)=1. Applying the Integral-
Expression-of-Risk-Difference (IERD) method to the difference 21(\) gives that
21(\)=E\ _\ (1+\) cGcG+\(tu2)&1+
2
}

t=1&
=E\ _|

1
d
dt {\
(1+\) cG
cG+\(tu2)
&1+
2
= dt&
=&2E\ _|

1 \
(1+\) cG
cG+\(tu2)
&1+ (1+\) cG\u2 $(tu2)[(cG+\(tu2))]2 dt&
=&2\(1+\) cE v1, v2 _| } } } ||

1 \
(1+\) cG
cG+\( i #2izitv2)
&1+
_
G( i #2izi tv2) $( i #2i zi tv2)
[cG+\( i #2iz i tv2)]
2 dt f3(z1) ‘
p
i=2
f1(zi) ‘
p
i=1
dzi& ,
(3.11)
where fk(z) designates a density function of a /2k -distribution. Making the trans-
formations wi=zitv2 with dwi=(tv2) dzi for i=1, ..., p, we observe that
21(\)
2\(1+\) c
=&E v1 , v2\ _| } } } ||

1 \
(1+\) dG
cG+\( i #2iwi)
&1+
_
G( i #2iwi) $( i #2iwi)
[cG+\( i #2iw i)]
2
_
v2
t2
f3 \v2t w1+ ‘
p
i=2 {
v2
t
f1 \v2t wi+= dt ‘
p
i=1
dw i& . (3.12)
Since (u1) is nondecreasing, we have 21(\)0 for every \>0 if
E v1 , v2 _\ (1+\) cGcG+\( i #2i wi)&1+
G
[cG+\( i #2i wi)]
2
_|

1
v2
t2
f3 \v2t w1+ ‘
p
i=2 {
v2
t
f1 \v2t wi+= dt&0, (3.13)
for every \>0 and every wi>0, i=1, ..., p. Here
v2
t2
f3 \v2t w1+ ‘
p
i=2 {
v2
t
f1 \v2t wi+=
is proportional to
1
t \
v2
t +
( p+4)2&1
e&v2  wi (2t).
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By making the transformation y=v2  wi t with dy=(v2  wi t2) dt, the
condition (3.13) is written by
Ev1 , v2 _\(1+\) cGcG+\ &1+
G
(cG+\)2
H2 \v2 :i wi+&0,
or
E v1 , v2[[%+(1&%) (cG)]&2 G&1H2(v2  i wi)]
E v1 , v2[[%+(1&%) (cG)]&3 G&1H2(v2  i wi)]
1 (3.14)
for every \ and wi ’s, where %=1(1+\) and
H2 \v2 :i wi +=|
v2 i wi
0
y( p+2)2&1e&y2 dy.
Let E*[ } ] stand for the expectation with respect to the probability measure
P*[(v1 , v2) # A]
=E v1 , v2 _IA G&1H2 \v2 :i wi+&<E
v1 , v2 _G&1H2 \v2 :i wi +& .
By applying Lemma 2 to the l.h.s. of (3.14), it follows that
E*[[%+(1&%) (cG)]&2]
E*[[%+(1&%) (cG)]&3]
min{1, E*[(cG)
2]
E*[(cG)3]= , (3.15)
which is greater than or equal to one if
 \:i #2iwi+c
E*[G3]
E*[G2]
=c
E v1 , v2[(v1 v2)2 H2(v2  i wi)]
E v1 , v2[(v1 v2) H2(v2  i wi)]
=c(m1+2)
E[v&22 H2(v2  i wi)]
E[v&12 H2(v2  i wi)]
=
c(m1+2)
m2+ p&2
 wi
0
x( p+2)2&1(1+x) (m2+ p)2&1 dx
 wi
0
x( p+2)2&1(1+x)(m2+ p)2 dx
, (3.16)
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for every \ and wi ’s. Since  is nondecreasing, (i (1+*i (\*1)) wi)
(i wi). Therefore the inequality (3.16) is satisfied by the condition (b) of
Theorem 1, which is established.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is done by the similar arguments as in
the proof of Theorem 1 except that two functions , and  include the
common statistic. From the expression (3.5), it is sufficient to show that
22(\)0 for every \>0, where
22(\)=E\ _\(1+\) F

c+\F
&1+
2
&\(1+\) F

c, +\F
&1+
2
& . (3.17)
Let #1i=1+\*1 *i , i=1, ..., p, and u1= pi=1 #1izi v1 . Using the IERD
method, for #2i and u2 defined in the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that
22(\)=E\ _|

1
d
dt {\
(1+\) F(u2)
c,(tu1)+\F(u2)
&1+
2
= dt&
=&2E\ _|

1 \
(1+\) F(u2)
c,(tu1)+\F(u2)
&1+
_
(1+\) F(u2) cu1,$(tu1)
[c,(tu1)+\F(u2)]2
dt&
=&2(1+\) cE\ _|

1 \
(1+\) F( i #2izi v2)
c,( i #1izi tv1)+\F( i #2izi v2)
&1+
_
F( i #1iz iv1) ( i #2izi v2) ,$( i #1izi tv1)
[c,( i #1i zi tv1)+\F( i #2izi v2)]
2 dt& . (3.18)
Making the transformation wi=(tv1) zi with dw i=(tv1) dzi gives that
22(\)=&2(1+\) c
_E v1 , v2 _| } } } ||

1 \
(1+\) F( i #2iwi (tF ))
c,( i #1iwi)+\F( i #2iwi (tF ))
&1+
_
F[ i #1iwi] ( i #2iw i (tF )) ,$( i #1iw i)
[c,( i #1iwi)+\F( i #2iw i (tF ))]
2
_
v1
t2
f3 \v1t w1+ ‘
p
i=2 {
v1
t
f1 \v1t wi+= dt ‘
p
i=1
dw i& . (3.19)
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Making the transformation y=v1  i wi t again and using the same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that 22(\)0 for
every \>0 if
E v1 , v2 _|
v1  wi
0 \
(1+\) F(d2 yv2)
c,(d1)+\F(d2 yv2)
&1+
_
d1F(d2 yv2) ,$(d1)
[c,(d1)+\F(d2 yv2)]2
y( p+2)2&1e&y2 dy&0, (3.20)
for every \>0 and every wi>0, where d1=i #1iwi and d2=i #2iwi i wi .
Since ,$(d1)0, the inequality (3.20) is equivalent to the condition that
E y, v1 , v2[[%c,(F)+1&%]&2 g( y1 , v1 , v2)]
E y, v1 , v2[[%c,(F)+1&%]&3 g( y, v1 , v2)]
1 (3.21)
for every \ and wi ’s, where
g( y, v1 , v2)=
1
F(d2 y- v2 )
y( p+2)2&1e&y2I \yv1 :i wi + ,
for indicator function I( } ). By the similar arguments as in (3.14), (3.15)
and (3.16), it is sufficient to show that E[(Fc,)2g( y, v1 , v2)]
E[(Fc,)3g( y, v1 , v2)]1, or
c, \:i #1iwi+
E v1 , v2[v1  wi0 (v2 v1)
2 2(d2 yv2) y ( p+2)2&1e&y2 dy]
E v1 , v2[v1  wi
0
(v2 v1) (d2 yv2) y( p+2)2&1e&y2 dy]
.
(3.22)
Note that ,(i (1+\*1 * i) wi),( i wi) and that (d2 yv2)1. Hence
the inequality (3.22) is satisfied if for w=i wi ,
c,(w)
Ev1 , v2[v1 w0 (v2 v1)
2 (d2 yv2) y( p+2)2&1e&y2 dy]
Ev1 , v2[v1w0 (v2 v1) (d2 yv2) y
( p+2)2&1e&y2 dy]
, (3.23)
or
|
w
0
E v1 , v2 _\c,&v2v1+
v2
v1
 \d2 v1v2 x+ v1(v1x) ( p+2)2&1e&v1x2& dx
=(const.) |
w
0
E z, v2 _\c,&(1+x) v2z +
v2
z
 \d2 x1+x
z
v2+& h1(x) dx
0, (3.24)
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where h1(x)=x ( p+2)2&1(1+x) (m1+ p)2, and z is a random variable having
a /2m1+ p+2 -distribution. By applying Lemma 1 to the integrand in (3.24)
with respect to the random variable v2 z, it is evaluated by
|
w
0
E z, v2 _\c,&(1+x) v2z +
v2
z
 \d2 x1+x
z
v2+& h1(x) dx
|
w
0
E z, v2 _ \d2 x1+x
z
v2+& E z, v2 _\c,&(1+x)
v2
z +
v2
z & h1(x) dx.
(3.25)
From the r.h.s. of (3.25), we get one sufficient condition that
c,(w)(1+w) E[(v2z)2]E[v2 z]
=(1+w)(m2+2)(m1+ p&2), (3.26)
which is guaranteed by the condition (b). When one can impose the condi-
tion that (w)w is nonincreasing, by applying Lemma 1, the r.h.s. of (3.25)
is evaluated by
|
w
0
E z, v2 _ \d2 x1+x
z
v2+
1+x
x &
_E z, v2 _\c,&(1+x) v2z +
v2
z &{
x
1+x
h1(x)= dx
(const.) |
w
0
E z, v2 _ \d2 x1+x
z
v2+
1+x
x &{
x
1+x
h1(x)= dx
_|
w
0
E z, v2 _\c,&(1+x) v2z +
v2
z &{
x
1+x
h1(x)= dx. (3.27)
The r.h.s. of (3.27) is nonnegative if
c,(w)
w0 E
z, v2[(v2 z)2] xh1(x) dx
w0 E
z, v2[v2 z][x(1+x)] h1(x) dx
=
m2+2
m1+ p&2
w0 x
( p+2)2(1+x) (m1+ p)2 dx
w0 x
( p+2)2(1+x) (m1+ p)2+1 dx
,
which is guaranteed by the condition (b$). Therefore the proof of
Theorem 2 is complete.
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